The effective g factor g* of conduction electrons in degenerate CdTe has been determined by using measurements of the Cd nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time T& and the Knight shift JC. It is shown that the magnitude of g* is given by the Korringa product TfTK = C(g*)2, where C is a known constant and T is the absolute temperature, and that the sign of g* is given by the sign of E for a spherically symmetric conduction band. The measured value, g~= -1.1+0.1, is within the range allowed by effective-mass theory. Also, the electronic probability density at the nucleus, normalized to unity in an atomic volume, is calculated to be )g&'. (0) [ =6.5&&10 cm, about 70% of that found for the free Cd ion in a 5s Sf/2 state.
I. INTRODUCTION
For many semiconductors it is found that the magnetic spin splitting of conduction electrons is given by an effective g factor g*, which is different from two, the free-electron value. ' This effect has been successfully explained, using the effective-mass formalism, as being due to a nearby band which is connected to the conduction band by momentum matrix elements and which is split by spin-orbit interaction. ' In cases where the band gap is small and the spin-orbit energy large, the g factor can be greatly affected; for example, in InSb it is found that g*= -50.
In the II-VI compound sequence, CdS, CdSe, and CdTe, the band gaps decrease and the spin-orbit energies increase. The g factors are expected to decrease in this sequence, and indeed they do for the first two, which have been measured by electron-paramagnetic-resonance (EPR) and magnetooptical methods to be Peas --1. '72-1. 79 Because the electron spins are polarized in a magnetic field, the diagonal part of the hyperfine Hamiltonian produces a shift in the nuclear-magneticresonance (NMR) frequency, the so-called Knight shift. Since the degree of polarization depends upon g4', we would expect to gain information through measurement of this shift. Furthermore, the fluctuating off-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian produce a nuclear -spin-lattice relaxation 
where the notation, ' as shown in Fig. 1 , is as follows: D, E', and E~are, respectively, the I'~5,~f5@ y I'~5. -I'i. and r, . -I', "energy splittings in the zinc-blende structure; D" is the 1", 5 -I"'25 splitting in the appropriate isoelectronic group-IV elemental semiconductor; and h"and~, are, respectively, the spin-orbit splittings in the F»"and I" », levels.
Since Cd and Te are in the same row of the Periodic Table, the appropriate D"would be that of n-Sn.
Following Cardona we use low-temperature reflectivity data, which include D=5. 2 eV, E =1.59 eV, 6"=0.81 eV, E'=-D -E, =3. 6 eV, D"(n-Sn) = 2. 9 eV, and we estimate~, =~" and P = 21 eV to obtain g* =--0.4' 7 and m* = 0. 11m. These data will be discussed later, but we note here that the third term in Eq. (8), which arises in the zinc-blende lattice because of the antisymmetric potential, is less than a 10/o correction to the second term; thus, the approximation that 6, =~" is not too critical.
8, NMR Theory

Knight Shift
The contact term of the Hamiltonian for the hyperfine interaction between an electron and nucleus may be written X, =-, '~y, y"h' I S5(r), (~) where y, and y"are, respectively, the electronic and nuclear gyromagnetic ratios; I and S are, re- II, = --, 'mgp, Q (g-". ,~S ,5(r)~P, )f (k, s, H), (10) where y, =gp~/h (g=2 is the free-electron g factor), P"",is the single-particle conduction-band Bloch state including spin (s -= n, P), and f(k, s , 0) is the Fermi function, including the magnetic energy. As Eq. (9). The zero-order wave functions, assuming a nuclear spin of -'"will now be g-"~~, where S, and S"denote, respectively, the spin states of the electron and nucleus, represented by either z or P in the limit of weak spin coupling. The probability per unit time of transition between, say, P-"(r)n,P"and g, . (r) p, a", is given by the "Golden Rule" formula: x 5(E"" -Ef, ")~ ( 15) To get the total probability for such a simultaneous spin flip we must multiply by Z(k) Z(k') f(E-",") ( 16) where T, is the nuclear-spin-lattice relaxation time. Here we have assumed that the probability of a p, n"n,p"flip is the same as that of an n, p" P,a" flip; both, of course, contribute to the relaxation, giving the factor 2.
Note from Eq. (16) 
IV. DISCUSSION
The data for CdTe and also several other compounds, for which T, TE has been measured, are presented in Table I It is now generally recognized that the 5d, 6s conduction states play an important intermediary role in the exchange interaction. However, because of the large number of possible highorder processes, it has proven extremely difficult to isolate the dominant mechanisms.
It is therefore of interest to obtain additional empirical information on the magnetic interactions in similar systems.
In this paper we report a study of exchange interactions in the samarium monochalcogenides
